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Chapter 471 
Chen Haoxuan carried Chen Xiaonuo home, and when he got home, Chen Haoxuan used some ice water 
to sprinkle on Chen Xiaonuo's little face, and when he was stimulated by the cold water, Chen Xiaonuo 
immediately woke up, and as soon as he woke up, he said, "It's raining! Mummy, collect your clothes." 
 
 
 
        Chen Yina and the girls gathered around the bed with great concern, but when they heard Chen 
Xiaonuo's words, they could not help but laugh even if they were worried. Chen Yina said, "Xiao Nuo, 
you can help Mummy to collect the clothes." 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiaonuo suddenly looked at Chen Hao Xuan and the others with a serious face, and then burst 
into tears, jumping into Chen Hao Xuan's arms and crying out, "Daddy, someone is bullying Xiaonuo." 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan gently patted Chen Xiaonuo's back and gently comforted her, "Xiaonuo, don't cry, it's 
all right now, those bad people - daddy has taught you a lesson." 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan's home was calm, but the world was not. The kidnapping of Chen Xiaonuo by Abel 
and the others had been publicised and was now being reported on news stations all over the world, 
and the identities of Abel and the others had been revealed, and they were all from the Rice Secret 
Service. If the Rice Secret Service said that what Ai Beier did had nothing to do with them, even a pig 
would not believe it, damn you, more than 20 senior agents resigned at the same time to kidnap Chen 
Hao Xuan's daughter in China, nothing that was not done by your Secret Service, who could have the 
guts to do that. 
 
 
 
        The Dragon Group sent half of its men to guard Ai Beier and the others. The Dragon Group is not 
there to protect people, but to kill people, to kill those who want to save Ai Beier and the others who 
want to kill her. The Secret Service of Rice really sent people to kill Ai Beier and the others, but they all 
failed and were killed by the Dragon Team and Jiang Dong and the others. 
 
 
 
        As for Ai Beier and the others, they were very loyal, they knew that they would not survive, the 
Chinese would not let them go, they must be trying to pull out the people behind them. For the sake of 
their Secret Service, for the sake of their country, they have bitten their tongues. This is modern times, 
even if you are missing an arm or a leg, you can't die as long as you get to the hospital. It took courage 
to bite their tongues, and half of them bit their tongues while the other half didn't. For this reason, Abel 



wanted to kill her men, but she had already put on the handcuffs specially designed for them by Chen 
Hao Xuan. 
 
 
 
        A week later, Abel and her men were brought before the Supreme Court of China and sentenced to 
death. Many people thought that the matter was over, but Chen Hao Xuan did not think so. The MiG 
had dared to kill his daughter, and he would be a bad father if he did not avenge her death. 
 
 
 
        It is not always necessary to be violent when dealing with enemies, one can use the gentlest 
methods, such as the mall, and yes, Chen Haoxuan wanted to turn the mall into a battlefield this time. 
Chen Hao Xuan gave an order to all his men who are doing business in China to go back to China 
immediately, as for those who have already bought the buildings, all of them are sold at a low price, if 
they can't sell, they just don't want them. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan also contacted Ah Mansi Binqi and persuaded him to come to live in China. As long 
as Ah Mansi Binqi would come to live in China, Chen Hao Xuan would build him a luxury villa and give 
him a very profitable business. A businessman doesn't care what happens between countries, in their 
eyes money is the truth. Chen Hao Xuan also said that he would invite other rich people in the country 
to come and live in China, and hearing Chen Hao Xuan say this ah Mansi Binch agreed. 
 
 
 
        One by one, the rich and powerful in Rice were fooled by Chen Haoxuan to come to China, and one 
by one, the businessmen who cooperated with Chen Haoxuan closed their doors and ran to China to do 
business, and Chen Haoxuan said that he would pay for all the losses. These people left and left, only so 
many people, for a large country, not even a drop in the bucket, but the problem ah Mansi Binch they 
brought with them not only the talent of the rice country and a large amount of wealth in the rice 
country. When they closed down, the Miamians were blinded, all the star companies were gone, only 
those second-rate companies were left, and if you wanted to buy good things it was impossible to buy 
them with money unless you went to other countries. 
 
 
 
        Ah Mansi Binchy they came to China, of course they will listen to Chen Hao Xuan, first apply for a 
Chinese residence permit, and then transfer all their wealth to China. Rice is a big country, within the 
top 100 in the world ranking, there are more than forty of them are Micronesians, almost half of the 
world, which shows how much money there is in Rice. Chen Hao Xuan was successful, but he paid a big 
price, he used a lot of benefits to get these rich people to come to China. 
 
 
 
        The wealthy people of Rice have all gone to China and their money has gone with them, which has 
caused many banks to be unable to turn over their funds and has turned into an economic crisis. 



 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan did not allow his people to do business in China, but he did not stop them from 
coming to China to do business with him, and his products were brought to China to sell at high prices. 
 
 
 
        The rice people can't do anything about it, it's a **society** now, you can't use coercion, they don't 
have the power to take ahmansi binch and the others back. And Chen Hao Xuan, they can't do anything 
to him Chen Hao Xuan, because he just pulled his business out of Rice, and the others have said they 
went to China voluntarily. The Rice people had a headache, if this continues, the Rice's will become 
poor. 
 
 
 
        A month later, Rice secretly sent people to China to find Chen Haoxuan, was looking for Chen 
Haoxuan to negotiate, hoping that Chen Haoxuan can re-enter business in Rice and casually persuade 
those Rice shopping malls to return to the motherland. 
 
 
 
        No one could know better than Chen Haoxuan how Rice was treating Chen Haoxuan. When Chen 
Haoxuan was just starting out, the Rice people had started counting on him, trying to rob him of his 
fruits, trying to kill him, and sending people to kidnap his baby daughter some time ago. If Chen Hao 
Xuan agreed to the Rice people, then he was a coward, he lacked nothing, and being powerful he was no 
longer afraid of the Rice, so why should he agree to the Rice people's conditions, if he agreed, he was a 
b*tch, a b*tch who liked to be abused~. 
 
 
 
        The rice people were rejected by Chen Hao Xuan, Chen Hao Xuan is not a fool, he will not let the 
rice people catch him, he is now with it naturally, not to deal with the rice, just do not let his people go 
to the rice to do business, the rice people to do business with them, they applauded and welcomed, a 
large number of products, you want as much as you can sell. 
 
 
 
        This makes Rice hate to swallow Chen Haoxuan alive, they also want their nationals not to buy Chen 
Haoxuan's products, but they can't stop it, Chen Haoxuan's products are so much better than their 
domestic ones, although they are expensive, but rich people prefer to buy expensive things. 
 
Chapter 472 
 Businessmen are like that, they will go wherever the money is good. Now that all the wealthy people in 
Rice have moved to China, the businesses of those wealthy people have also moved to China, so a large 
number of businessmen have followed suit and come to do business in China, which has brought the 
economy of China to a new level. 
 



 
 
        Only one person lost money, and that was Chen Hao Xuan. Chen Hao Xuan himself didn't even know 
how much money he had lost for this plan. All he knows is that it is much, much more, too much to be 
measured in monetary terms. 
 
 
 
        The military power of China is not as strong as that of Rice, but it is not something that can be 
casually bullied, and now that China has a strong economic power, it is even less afraid. It is because of 
this that Rice does not dare to do anything to Chen Hao Xuan. If Rice blatantly moves Chen Hao Xuan, 
Chen Hao Xuan can use his commercial power against Rice, and of course, China will send troops to help 
him, and then the end of the world will come for Rice. 
 
 
 
        Because modern warfare is fought with money. If you don't have money, how do you make guns 
and ammunition? If you don't have money, how can you feed, house and clothe your soldiers? If you 
don't have money, who will sell your life for you? Who will help you if you don't have money? 
 
 
 
        It is now safe to say that the rise of China is at a point where it cannot be stopped. As China's 
economy becomes stronger, the Chinese RMB has unwittingly become the world's common money, 
people used to look at it in terms of US dollars, now people look at it in terms of RMB. RMB will be able 
to exchange for a thousand dollars. 
 
 
 
        Two months later, the rice people couldn't make it, their country kept losing money, business 
people kept leaving, most of the money and business ** went to China. The rice people went to visit 
Chen Haoxuan again. The rice people told Chen Haoxuan that if Chen Haoxuan went to do business in 
rice, China would strongly support Chen Haoxuan's business and would not charge any taxes, but Chen 
Haoxuan only said, "Why should I go to rice to do business? No go, no go. 
 
 
 
        The rice people begged, but Chen Haoxuan still said, "You rice people are poor, it's none of my 
business. 
 
 
 
        Anyone could see why Chen Hao Xuan did what he did, and everyone admired and worshipped 
Chen Hao Xuan, even the number one person in each country. It was really too scary for a businessman 
to have such strength. 
 
 
 



        In the past, there had been many figures in ancient China who were rich enough to rival the state, 
but they had all been suppressed by the officials. But Chen Hao Xuan was different, he was an existence 
that transcended being rich enough to be an enemy, he had a large number of connections, these 
connections were his foundation, he could rely on his connections to ask these people for help, he could 
have the money to ask these people for help, this was what made him so terrifying. 
 
 
 
        Now countries are starting to print a lot of stories about the legend of Chen Hao Xuan and how 
Chen Hao Xuan does business. Even the rice people themselves followed the printing. According to their 
words, this money would be earned by others even if they did not earn it, so it was better to earn it 
themselves. 
 
 
 
        In the third month, Chen Hao Xuan suddenly sent out a strange recruitment news, the recruitment 
conditions are very different from before, before Chen Hao Xuan only recruit Chinese people, but now, 
no matter which country people, but the islanders are excluded, as long as they have skills can come to 
interview, the salary is given very high, and there are a lot of benefits. 
 
 
 
        So many people from different countries who are not doing well but have skills have come to China, 
and even more people from Rice, where the economic crisis has left many people jobless, are now hiring 
in large numbers. 
 
 
 
        The islanders are white-eyed wolves, when they learn your technology, they will turn against you, 
Chen Hao Xuan does not want to have an additional enemy for no reason. Besides, there are many 
people with skills in the world, not less than his islanders, not to mention that Chen Hao Xuan does not 
see those technicians from his island. 
 
 
 
        When they found out that Chen Hao Xuan was recruiting people from any country, but not from the 
island, they were outraged, and this was a naked insult, so the islanders protested. But the islanders 
didn't protest for long because Chen Haoxuan replied to them, Chen Haoxuan said, "Why should I recruit 
you, I have nothing to do with you, don't fool around, do what you need to do." 
 
 
 
        The islanders then thought, "Yes! The company is owned by someone else and it's up to them to 
decide what people they want to recruit, so what right do they have to protest? So the islanders were 
embarrassed and didn't know what to do. 
 
 
 



        Chen Haoxuan was interested, he was very busy recently, the busier he was - the more ambitious he 
was, he had been thinking for some time, what is the purpose of living in? Is it just to experience being a 
human being? To live an ordinary life and that's it? This is too boring, right? 
 
 
 
        One day, Chen Hao Xuan figured it out, he slapped his desk and roared loudly, "Damn it, it's not 
easy to come to earth for a while, it's too sorry for myself if I don't live a life with a bang." After saying 
this he became even more ambitious. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan had plenty of money, he opened a bank, his aim was to have his bank wherever 
there were people, a small bank for small places and a big bank for big places. Chen Hao Xuan has a 
large number of partners and a large number of employees, these partners are all rich masters, a 
deposit is thousands of millions, hundreds of millions of not a few, and Chen Hao Xuan's employees, 
when paying wages directly to the bank card opened by Chen Hao Xuan, did not all become his Chen 
Hao Xuan customers? 
 
 
 
        Don't underestimate this bank, you deposit money in the bank, the bank will give you interest, but 
the bank can also take your money to engage in investment, the money earned do not know how many 
times more than you. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan, who has opened a bank, has even more money, so much that he can't even see 
how much money there is because there are too many zeros. Chen Hao Xuan started to make big moves 
again, this time opening factories in China's neighboring countries, because he did not want to pollute 
the environment of China, pollute other countries, that is the natural right. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan kept opening companies and factories, kept recruiting workers and technology and 
talents, and kept developing, which made people feel the terror of Chen Hao Xuan. Many people say 
that Chen Hao Xuan is too ambitious, he is already so rich and still so desperate. For this reason, Chen 
Haoxuan replied, "I am rich, but I have sons and daughters! What if they don't have money after I return 
to immortality in a hundred years? I have to be responsible for them! If I save enough money for them 
to last ten generations, I will stop making money. 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiaonuo, now she is a bitter child, she needs to learn fighting skills with Jiang Dong and the 
others at a young age, her younger siblings and brother also learn more together, even Ball also follows, 
it is her daddy's request, saying that it is better to ask for help than to ask for help, if you are not 
capable, you will be bullied by others. 
 



 
Chapter 473 
 Two years later, Chen Hao Xuan's business had stabilized and he did not continue to grow, he now 
owned so many properties, he needed to manage them all properly before he could continue to grow, 
otherwise there would be great danger. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was tired enough in the past two years, so he planned to take a holiday for himself, 
taking his wife and children with him, he went to the nameless island where Black Rose used to be in 
charge, the scenery there was always on Chen Hao Xuan's mind. Although he bought it, Chen Hao Xuan 
did not change it. The wooden houses were still the same as before, and the construction was still the 
same as before, because Chen Hao Xuan felt that it would look good just like that, if he built a house or 
something, it would still affect the aesthetics. 
 
 
 
        When Chen Haoxuan flew his wife and children to Nameless Island in a helicopter, Chen Yina and 
the girls were stunned, they didn't think there was really such a beautiful place in this world, they 
couldn't believe it. 
 
 
 
        "Ladies and girls, children, welcome to this beautiful island." Just after getting off the plane, Chen 
Haoxuan cheered loudly. 
 
 
 
        "Oh yeah oh yeah oh yeah ......." Chen Xiaonuo and the others jumped and cheered happily. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, why don't we all move in here?" Chen Yina suggested, a place as beautiful as this, she 
really wanted to live here. 
 
 
 
        "No, we are humans, humans are creatures that live in a group, if we break away from the group 
then what are we going to do? Where will our sons go to get wives, who will our daughters marry? We 
lose our pursuit, we lose the joy of being human, so we can't live here anymore, we can only roam 
here." Chen Haoxuan said. 
 
 
 
        Then Chen Haoxuan said loudly, "Listen up everyone, now everyone go and collect firewood, later 
we will roast fish for dinner." 
 
 



 
        Chen Xiaonuo and the girls jumped happily and followed Chen Yina and the girls to collect firewood, 
while Chen Haoxuan, he took off his clothes and went into the sea, how could he roast fish if he didn't 
catch them? 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan was already very good in the water before, not to mention the fact that he was now 
a genetic warrior. Chen Haoxuan caught a large fish underwater and put it inside a water cage, a cage 
used to catch fish, left behind by Black Rose's gang. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan caught twenty big fish before he stopped, all of them weighing two or three catties. 
After Chen Haoxuan handed the fish to Chen Yina and the others, he jumped into the sea again with a 
large waterproof torch. When he had lived on this island before, he had heard that there were many 
shells in the sea around here, the kind with pearls. Because the island is very strictly controlled, so there 
is no diving equipment at all, have the heart but not the guts to dive into deep water to pick up shells to 
find pearls. 
 
 
 
        Now Chen Haoxuan has so strong, not have diving equipment as much as dare to dive into the deep 
water, the depths of the sea is no sunlight, Chen Haoxuan with a torch has been diving, in the process of 
diving down Chen Haoxuan saw a lot of strange and bizarre fish, there are colorful, there are fat ....... 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan dived faster than the fish, with each stroke he made, his body would fly like a rocket 
into the deep water, despite this, it took Chen Haoxuan half an hour to dive to the bottom. At the 
bottom of the sea, Chen Hao Xuan saw a huge fortune, and the first thing he saw was coral, which was 
not ordinary coral, but coral that was thousands of years old, even tens of thousands of years old. 
 
 
 
        The water pressure at the bottom of the sea was so great that even Chen Haoxuan felt oppressed, 
he had been diving for half an hour, half an hour without breathing was already the limit, to get better 
Chen Haoxuan quickly grabbed a fish that was over a metre long, with a push of his hands he tore the 
one metre long fish into two sides, then with a grab of his hands he grabbed a bowl sized fish bladder. 
 
 
 
        Most fish have swim bladders, which make up about 5% of the fish's body and can be ovoid, conical, 
heart-shaped, horseshoe-shaped and so on. The gases that fill the swim bladder are mainly oxygen, 
ammonia and carbon dioxide, with oxygen being the most abundant. Therefore, in an oxygen-deficient 
environment, the swim bladder can act as an auxiliary respiratory organ, providing oxygen to the fish. 
 
 



 
        That's why Chen Haoxuan killed the fish to get the swim bladder, just to suck the oxygen inside the 
swim bladder. Chen Haoxuan took a sip and felt much more comfortable before continuing to enjoy the 
underwater world. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan had already seen quite a few shells, but he hadn't seen any big ones yet, so he had 
plenty of time to find them. 
 
 
 
        After ten minutes of searching, Chen Haoxuan finally found one that he was satisfied with. He saw a 
shell as big as a washbasin, and he swam over to it excitedly and knocked it with his hand to hear if it 
was empty. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan peeled away the pieces of the shell and saw a huge pearl, three pearls as big as a 
baby's fist, Chen Hao Xuan had five wives, and now only three pearls were not enough to share. Chen 
Haoxuan continued his search and his luck was quite good, he found another shell as big as a washbasin 
and a live one at that, he used his divine power to pick open the shell and took out five pearls. There 
were now eight pearls and Chen Hao Xuan was already satisfied, so he stomped on both feet and his 
whole body flew upwards like a rocket. 
 
 
 
        Chen Yina and the girls had already roasted all the fish, but Chen Haoxuan had not yet come out of 
the water and they were all impatient because they were hungry. 
 
 
 
        When he was at the bottom of the sea, he felt like he was being pressed by a mountain, but now 
that he had surfaced, it felt like his body had no gravity, which was a very comfortable feeling. 
 
 
 
        Chen Yina and the girls had been staring at the sea for an hour, and when they saw Chen Haoxuan 
finally emerge from the sea, they shouted, "Haoxuan, Haoxuan, what are you doing? Come back and eat 
roasted fish!" 
 
 
 
        Chen Xiaonuo and their little ones also whispered and shouted, "Daddy, Xiaonuo, the baby ...... is 
hungry, come back quickly." 
 
 
 



        Chen Hao Xuan saw that Chen Yina and the girls were shouting at him, he hurriedly swam towards 
the shore, oil to the shore, Chen Hao Xuan no matter what, hard to make Chen Yina and the girls form a 
line, hands made a cupping action, and then closed his eyes. Then Chen Hao Xuan from the bottom of 
the sea just picked up pearls one by one on Chen Yina their palms, each one, as for the three extra 
pearls, later. 
 
 
 
        "Alright, you guys can open your eyes now." Chen Haoxuan said with a smile. 
 
 
 
        When Chen Yina and the girls discovered what was on their palms, each of them opened their little 
mouths wide: "Wow, what big pearls." 
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 "Do you like it?" Chen Haoxuan smiled and said to Chen Yina and the girls. 
 
 
 
        "Mmmmmm. I like it so much, I've never seen pearls that big before." Chen Yina didn't take her 
eyes off the pearl in her hand for a moment as she replied to Chen Haoxuan's words. 
 
 
 
        "Hao Xuan, I saw that you didn't go down for long - you came up, are there a lot of pearls in the 
bottom of the sea?" Zhou Kexin asked, her eyes glowing. 
 
 
 
        "There are a lot, but there are very few pearls as big as this, and I'm telling you! There's a lot of 
coral under the sea, a lot of coral that's a thousand years old, and I've even seen one that's ten thousand 
years old. The bottom of the sea here is equivalent to a treasure, we now have inexhaustible money, all I 
want to leave the treasures here to our children and grandchildren." Chen Haoxuan said seriously. 
 
 
 
        "I agree." Jiang Xiang Han was the first to raise her hand, Chen Yina and the girls also agreed, they 
didn't need it now either, it would be good to leave it to their descendants. 
 
 
 
        "Come on, let's go eat some grilled fish! My stomach has been hungry for a long time." Chen 
Haoxuan said happily. 
 
 
 



        Chen Hao Xuan they vacationed with his wife and children on this nameless island for a month 
before going back, Chen Hao Xuan once back and started working on other projects, he wanted to have 
his own network, the main root server and several root servers, or else Rice would want to stop his 
network, he had started to prevent Rice long ago, this is the previous lack of strength, now he has it, 
naturally no need to worry anymore, he also did not want the whole world to use his network, he only 
wanted his own people to use the peace of mind, after all, he had offended the Rice people. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan is very early do already have the main root server and root server are done, all he 
needs to do is send the root server to the countries, and then copy all the information stored in the 
main root server of the rice, this can not be considered stealing, because he copied all the things in the 
public, and he also need to exchange the amount of fees it! Once he'd copied it, he started contacting 
people on the Rice side, asking if they could share what was on the network with his main root server, 
and the Rice people refused. 
 
 
 
        The Rice people have always held on to the power of the network, but you, Chen Haoxuan, have 
now made the main root server, isn't this an explicit attempt to break away from the Rice people's 
control? If Chen Hao Xuan succeeds, it doesn't matter if they want the main root server or not, so the 
Rice people won't agree to it, not only will they not agree to it but they will also come out and mess it 
up. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan also did not think that the rice country would agree, just want to try and, if Chen 
Hao Xuan agreed, it would be better, if not, the people of his network will be isolated from the rest of 
the network. Chen Hao Xuan had plenty of money, he could afford to spend it, he let a discussion with 
the number one man in China, he gave the main root server to the state and sent a large number of 
technicians to manage it. 
 
 
 
        As for the other root servers, Chen Hao Xuan did not give them to China, five of them stayed in 
China and the rest were given to other countries, he did this to win the goodwill of other countries. The 
root server is a good thing, how could countries not know about it! After all, no one wants to be 
controlled by others. So Chen Haoxuan had the support of China and the countries plus his own staff, he 
succeeded and in a tight month's time, half of the world's internet users were already using his network. 
 
 
 
        He also how fast, which can not be separated from his strength, the country of China is sure to 
support, their own people do not support their own people that is heartless, countries want the root 
server, for the root server, and the country of rice to do right, anyway, there is Chen Hao Xuan lead, the 
country of rice to retaliate is also looking for Chen Hao Xuan. The biggest role is played by those 
employees of Chen Hao Xuan, Chen Hao Xuan issued welfare is to pull the network cable money he paid 



for six months, six months later, you want to use need to pay, do not want to use the direct cancellation 
on OK, but this is in advance you use is his Chen Hao Xuan's network. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan's bank is open all over the world, transferring money is very convenient, no need to 
handle any complicated procedures, as long as the user is Chen Haoxuan's open bank, transferring, 
which makes many businessmen from all over the world very like. In the past, they all used the network 
of Rice to transfer money on Chen Haoxuan's online bank, but now that Chen Haoxuan has its own main 
root server, which has been separated from the network of Rice, those businessmen have to use Chen 
Haoxuan's network for convenience. 
 
 
 
        Rice is going crazy, their users are decreasing like crazy, while Chen Haoxuan's side is increasing like 
crazy, it's all money! In one or two months, there were so many less users, if it was a year later, then 
their servers would be useless. The Rice people went back to Chen Haoxuan, and apologised for 
rejecting Chen Haoxuan in the first place, and then proposed to Chen Haoxuan that Chen Haoxuan's 
network and the Rice network join forces, and although they were still managed separately, they could 
share each other's information. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan agreed, his Chen Haoxuan's strength is big, but he is not afraid of everything, dogs 
will bite when they are anxious! Not to mention a big country. 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan's business is too much, even he often look at all kinds of documents all kinds of 
information to see the headache and eyes, in order to make himself a little better, Chen Hao Xuan began 
to develop an intelligent robot, this type of intelligent robot does not have a smart talent, if he has super 
computing power, as long as you put the need to calculate things and need to investigate things, he will 
immediately tell you. 
 
 
 
        Chen Haoxuan's businesses are already network managed because there are too many of them, and 
running one by one may not be enough to run them all until you die. All Chen Haoxuan has all the top 
leaders of the businesses to send all the information of the businesses they manage to his specially 
designed website for him to investigate. If there is a problem, Chen Haoxuan will immediately send 
someone to investigate. 
 
 
 
        After the intelligent robot was made, Chen Hao Xuan's work became much easier and he also 
learned to be lazy, he left everything to the intelligent robot to investigate and if there was a problem 
the intelligent robot would naturally tell him. 
 



 
 
        This time he did the food business, he casually wrote dozens of dishes and several drinks himself, 
and then recruited tens of thousands of chefs to come to his house to learn to cook with him. Only in 
the end did he send these tens of thousands of chefs around the world to open high-class restaurants, 
which were called Chen's Delicacies. Every consumer who came to eat, the waiters inside the 
restaurants would tell those consumers that their chefs were personally taught by Chen Hao Xuan, and 
that the dishes in our restaurants were Chen Hao Xuan's usual favourites. 
 
 
 
        Just hearing about the dishes that Chen Haoxuan usually eats is already heartwarming, can this 
business be bad? The restaurants run by the chefs Chen Haoxuan sends to various countries have a huge 
number of people queuing up every day, even some until they faint from hunger. The dishes that Chen 
Haoxuan usually eats are a fatal attraction to Chen Haoxuan's admirers! 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan asked each of those tens of thousands of chefs to recruit twenty apprentices, 
because the dishes he made were not difficult to make, it was mainly a matter of the side dishes, so 
after two months, there were hundreds of thousands more Chen's delicacies in various countries. 
Everyone likes to eat, and rich people don't like to cook, they like to eat out, and it is this kind of people 
that Chen Haoxuan earns money from. 
 
 
 
        Unknowingly, fifteen years have passed and Chen Hao Xuan's business has reached a level that can 
be described as horrible, half of the world's businesses are his and his money accounts for half of all the 
world's money. In these fifteen years, every year on his birthday, many big names would come to 
congratulate him on his birthday, the number one person from every country would come, Chen 
Haoxuan would also send invitations to businessmen all over the world, everyone who got an invitation 
from Chen Haoxuan was very excited, because the person who got an invitation from Chen Haoxuan was 
the equivalent of a big shot, Chen Haoxuan knew you, could you not be a big shot? 
 
 
 
        Chen Hao Xuan's children are all grown up and have already started to help Chen Hao Xuan manage 
his business. Because of the genetic warriors, Chen Hao Xuan's children all have IQs above normal and 
help him keep his management in order. 
 
 
 
        What makes people all over the world feel strange is that fifteen years have passed, why Chen 
Haoxuan has not aged at all and still looks twenty years old. 
 
 
 



        Chen Haoxuan represents a legend, which is recognised by people all over the world. Statues of 
Chen Haoxuan can be seen in many places, and there are people kneeling down to Chen Haoxuan to ask 
for blessings! This shows how much the people worship Chen Haoxuan. 
 
 
 
        (The book is now finished, Hope you had a good read) 


